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Youth Protection Guidelines for Scout Camp Leadership
Summer camp is an important part of the program of the Boy Scouts of America. It is in the camp
atmosphere and in the outdoor program that the character building and citizenship purposes of the
Scouting program are best taught. It is also at camp that the responsibilities for caring for the Cub
Scouts, Boy Scouts, Varsity Scouts, and Explorers becomes a 24-hour-a-day duty.
Members of the Boy Scouts of America come from all kinds of backgrounds, and they bring their
experiences to camp with them. In meeting your leadership responsibilities, you may be confronted
with situations that are alien to your experience. You may be unsure how to resolve them. Child
abuse is one such situation, and regardless of your background, you are responsible for the physical
and emotional safely of those in your care. Be a source of strength and help to the Scouts in your
camp.
To this end, the Occoneechee Lodge supports and upholds the Youth Protection Guidelines of the
Boy Scouts of America.

Communications Guide for EC members
This information is intended to provide all of the information you will need to effectively use the
resources provided to you by the Communications Group.
Email mailing lists: The Lodge uses a national resource known as LodgeMaster for email
communication. This resource includes all members of the Lodge, and Brothers in selected
leadership functions within the Lodge and Chapters have permissions to access and use
LodgeMaster to send email. This allows each email to be targeted at a specific group (i.e., Lodge
EC; entire Lodge membership, specific Chapter’s membership; Advisors, etc.) based on the content
and desired audience to be reached.
•

Mailing list guidelines
o

o

All messages are moderated


Each message that is sent must be approved before it is broadcasted. This
ensures the appropriateness of the message. This may also cause a delay in
the delivery of your message. Expect a minimum of 12 hours for moderator
approval.



Messages that violate any of the below guidelines will be rejected.

No large attachments


o

Use proper grammar and etiquette
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If your message requires a document larger than 100k, consider having it posted
to the website and emailing a link to the online document.

Use complete sentences, punctuation, and grammar; messages that you send
to our mailing lists represent the leadership of this organization.
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Do not use IM acronyms or slang; while you and your friends may understand
what you are trying to say, many may not.



Do not make references in your message to other organizations that are
considered political or similarly controversial.

Ensure your message is complete


If you’re promoting an event, include the place, time, any fees, registration
deadlines, contacts, and target audience.



Try to answer any questions you can think of in your email. It’s easier to answer
it now than to 30 people individually afterwards.

LodgeMaster also enables those persons with permissions to update information on various Lodge
committees, those in leadership positions at Lodge and Chapter level, member’s personal information
(i.e., contact information, membership level, leadership positions and history, etc.), Chapter meeting
location information, unit contact information within each district, etc.
Membership and event attendance rosters can be produced based on selected criteria providing the
most current information. This provides the Lodge and Chapter leadership the ability to have this
information available to them at any time as long as they have access to the internet to login to
LodgeMaster.

Unit Election Procedure
The purpose of this section is to stress the importance of unit elections and improve the quality and
efficiency of the conduct of those elections through increased familiarity with the induction process.
To become a member of the Order of the Arrow a Boy Scout is chosen by a vote of the young men
in his unit. This is a unique feature of the Order since the majority of those who select their candidates
for this honor are not members of the lodge. However, lodge members in the unit have a vote as well
as non-members. In this way membership is controlled by the young men in their own units and not
by those who are already Arrowmen. It is important that the members of the unit have the
“requirements to become a candidate” properly explained to them.
1. Unit elections are to be held on or between the dates of the Sunday of Fall Fellowship and the
last summer camp callout each year. The chapter should inform the unit leaders in advance.
The chapter, through the Ordeal Committee, should work with the unit leader in establishing
the actual time and place to conduct the election.
2. Hold the election at the time and place determined by the unit leader, and have Scouts
assembled with their unit leader ready to elect candidates. The Order should be represented
by a two- or three- member team from the lodge or chapter unit elections committee.
3. Before the election, the OA team must secure from the unit leader verification that at least 50
percent of the registered active unit membership is present. If the 50 percent is not present,
an election cannot be held.
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4. The unit leader provides a list of all registered active members of his unit who he certifies meet all

eligibility requirements, including attitude and participation. The names of these members are entered
on the report form and the unit leader signs the certification.

5. The election team leader explains the following to the unit leader:
•

This is the current method of election approved by the national OA Committee in use by the
lodge.

•

All eligible boys who receive votes from at least 50 percent of those who turn in ballots are
elected. If no one is elected a second vote may be held immediately, and the result of this vote
will be final.

6. The OA team conducts the election following the instructions of the election ceremony. If the unit
election team uses an alternate ceremony, it should be sure to stress the following points
•

Select the candidates who, in your opinion, have set the best examples of brotherhood,
cheerfulness, and service.

•

Vote only for those you believe will continue in unselfish service to your troop.

•

If you are new in the unit and do not know the candidates well enough to vote wisely, you
abstain by not turning in a ballot at all this will not affect the final result.

•

Youth eligible for election also vote, and they may vote for themselves if they feel they are
worthy.

7. When the voting is finished, the OA election team counts the number of ballots turned in, and enters
the number on the unit election report.

8. The OA team determines the minimum number of votes one must receive to be elected, as follows: If
the number of ballots turned in was even (2, 4, 6, 8, etc.), divide this number by two. If the number was
odd (1, 3, 5, 7, etc.), add one and divide by two. The number of votes a member must receive to be
elected is entered on the report form.

9. The votes are counted in private by the election team and the unit leader to determine who has

been elected. All votes count equally. If at least one has been elected, this result is final. If no one is
elected, the OA team announces this fact and states that the unit will now be given the opportunity to
vote again. Time is allowed for further explanation of the purposes of the Order, the election
procedures, and for any questions. (No information about the votes received by candidates is
to be revealed at any time.) The second election is then held immediately, and if the unit still elects
no one, this is the final result for the year’s election. The OA notes the names who have been elected.

10. In the event of an emergency that leads to the inability of units to meet in person and the National Order
of the Arrow Committee approves a process for virtual unit elections, the election team should execute
the process as outlined by the National Committee and any additional standards implemented by the
Lodge Unit Elections Committee for the duration of the Nationally approved time frame.

Announcement of results
As soon as the election is completed the unit leader may announce to the entire unit the names of
members who have been elected. Names and addresses of the newly elected candidates must be
forwarded to the lodge registration committee adviser immediately. Candidates may also be called
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out at the earliest possible time, either at summer camp or at a camporee, or at a special ceremony
approved by the lodge and conducted by the chapter.
Reporting of Results
Youth election data spreadsheet / submissions form - each Chapter VC of Administration or their
advisor will send the completed forms to admin@lodge104.net for LodgeMaster importing once a
unit election is completed. This form can be downloaded at this link:
http://to.lodge104.net/electionform
Adult nominations are made by the unit committee and submitted to the Lodge Advisor. Use the
Adult Nomination Form in Section E of the current Lodge Planbook.
Candidate Status
After election, a Scout or adult remains a candidate until he takes the Ordeal. If this period of
candidacy exceeds 1 year, his name is dropped and he no longer is a candidate. To become a
candidate again, he must be reelected. The lodge executive committee of the lodge may extend the
1-year limit between election and induction if the candidate is ill or there are other unusual
circumstances.
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Election Team Guide
1. December Chapter meeting - Announce the formation of election teams. Plan election team
training for the January Chapter meeting or at a special meeting specifically for this.
2. January Roundtable - Contact Scoutmasters to schedule elections for the months of February
and March. Request that Scoutmasters have available the troop record book or a copy of the
charter which lists youth in the troop, their addresses, phone numbers and birthdates. This
will be needed for filling out forms. Also, ask them to be prepared to fill out an Adult Nomination
Form if there is an adult in the troop who is eligible. Adults must meet the same camping
requirements as the Scouts.
3. January Chapter Meeting - Conduct election team training.
4. Before the elections begin - put together packets for distribution to the Unit Leader upon arrival
at the troop election. These packets should be divided into two parts, one for the Unit leader
to keep and the other with forms to be completed. The Unit Leader’s portion should include
these items from the Lodge Planbook: Unit Leader letter, Election Procedures, Lodge event
schedule, a list of chapter officers and their phone numbers, date, time and location of chapter
meetings, Vigil nomination form, 104 Service Award form and the Troop Service Award form.
The other portion should have three forms: Unit Election Report, the Candidate Database
Information Form, and the Adult Nomination Form.
5. Unit Election Night - Upon arrival, request to speak to the Unit Leader in charge. Give him/her
the packet of information. Briefly explain its contents. Ask him/her for the list of youth eligible
for election (this may be in the form of a list or a pre-printed ballot). Also, give him the Adult
Nomination Form and ask him to have it filled out, if there is an adult eligible and at least one
youth is elected. This will be collected before you leave the unit that night.
6. The Unit Leader should introduce the team to the Youth Leader or their assistant. The Youth
Leader should then introduce the team to the unit. The Election Team will conduct the election
in accordance with the information in the Planbook as you have been trained to do. After the
ballots have been collected, the team should retire to another room with the designated unit
adult to count the ballots. If a separate room is not available, go to a private corner of the
room. First fill out the top portion of the election report form. Then list the names of all eligible
youth on the form. Obtain their ranks from the troop adult who should have the troop record
book. When the ballots have been counted, enter the number of votes each Scout received
and indicate whether he has been elected or not. Obtain the required signatures on the bottom
of the form.
7. On the Candidate Database Information Form, list the names of all youth elected with their
addresses, phone numbers, birthdates, and BSA identification numbers. This information
should also be obtained from the troop record book.
8. Ask the Unit Leader for the Adult Nomination Form.
9. Be sure to express your thanks for allowing the team to come to the unit meeting to conduct
the election.
10. Be sure you have all three forms when you leave the unit meeting.
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11. Submit youth elections results as shown on page D-4, “Reporting of Results”. Keep a copy of
the election results for your records.
12. Submit adult elections nominations by April 15th for the May Ordeal, or by August 15th for the
September Ordeal. See section A for postal mailing information or submit by email to
advisor@lodge104.net.
13. The forms must be in the hands of the designated individuals no later than May 1st in order for
the candidates to attend Spring Inductions or September 1st for candidates elected at summer
camp.
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Candidate Calling Out Ceremony
The lodge uses public recognition of Ordeal Candidates to achieve the first purpose of the Order:
To recognize those campers - Scouts, and Scouters - who best exemplify the Scout
Oath and Law in their daily lives and by such recognition cause other campers to
conduct themselves in such manner as to warrant recognition.
One such recognition is a public calling out ceremony or call out that occurs between the time of
the unit election and the Ordeal. The call out honors each candidate individually in such a way
that non-members strive to achieve election.
The call out is not necessarily the notice to the candidate of his election to the Order. The election
results may or may not be announced at the close of the election at the discretion of the Unit
Leader, and the lodge confirms them with a letter offering congratulations and the first Ordeal
available to the candidate.
The call out helps the lodge achieve the purpose of the Order, and thus the lodge needs to offer
it regularly in a dignified and uplifting manner. However, the call is not part of the inducting
sequence. Candidates participate when the opportunity is offered to their unit, or not at all.
Staging the Ceremony
In staging the call out ceremony, the lodge has three objectives:
- To impress upon non-member Scouts the honor that the candidates have
achieved.
- To impress upon the candidate the importance of taking the Ordeal.
- To impress upon parents and Scouters that the lodge is a well run organization
worthy of their support.
Thus, the ceremony must be well rehearsed and flawlessly presented.
Considerable variation is possible in the staging of the call out permitting its use in different
circumstances. The only requirements are that the audience be seated where it can see and
hear clearly and comfortably and that it be presented in a dignified and uplifting manner.
The ceremony is especially suitable for a Camporee or summer camp campfire. Favor settings
where the candidate, his troop and his parents can be present. Share events where the other
activities are conducive to a thoughtful, dignified presentation of the ceremony and where the
ceremony can be the highlight of the program. Avoid letting the ceremony be just another of a
long, dull set of award presentations.
In staging the ceremony, give first consideration to the comfort, convenience and safety of the
spectators. Your target audience is the eleven year old non-member. His attention span is short.
Avoid long hikes, long periods of silence, and long periods with nothing happening. Conduct
the
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ceremony in conjunction with another activity so that the overhead of gathering the Scouts, etc.
is shared with the other activity. Choose a location that is safe and convenient.
Any physical contact (such as touching a candidate's shoulder) is to be symbolic in nature only.
Any touching of a candidate must not in any manner present the possibility of injury. Placing any
substance, such as mud, paint, etc. is strictly prohibited. There must be nothing in the ceremony
process which could be interpreted as hazing or physically or mentally demeaning.
Props and Regalia
The speakers wear the American Indian regalia approved by their own lodge and the Supreme
Chief of the Fire (Scout Executive). As with any ceremony, they must also all be members of the
Order of the Arrow who are under 21. An arrowhead shaped candelabra holding fifteen candles
is placed at a convenient location within the view of the audience.
When the ceremony is conducted with another activity it shares the setting of that activity. Thus,
a campfire, lit or unlit, is present when the ceremony is held with a parent's night campfire at
summer camp. However, in order to focus attention, no other props or decorations are introduced
except a candelabra and candles.
Kichkinet and the candidates each require a candle. The candidates keep the candles. Each of
these candles must have a wax guard. The guard is made from one half of a 3x5 index card
snugly fitted around the middle of the candle to prevent wax from dripping on the hand.
Each candidate is given a letter congratulating him on his election and giving details of available
Ordeals plus Booklet #1 "Upon a Lofty Journey" of the Brotherhood matrix. No tokens of any kind
are allowed to be given to the candidates.
National Committee Adopts Policy
The national Order of the Arrow committee has deemed that the following policy on face paint is
in the best interest of the Boy Scouts of America and the Order.
Rules regarding appropriate dances and dance clothing have been published and made available
to every Order of the Arrow lodge dance team. These rules have not touched upon the use of
face paint, body paint or wigs. With the apparent increase in the use of these items among Order
of the Arrow dance teams and ceremonies teams, it is felt that a statement of policy concerning
their use by Order of the Arrow members is due. The use of face paint, body paint and wigs by
non-American Indians is offensive to many American Indian people and thus should be
discouraged as inappropriate for Order of the Arrow members. Face paint, body paint and wigs
will not be permitted in social or competition dancing or in ceremonies or ceremonies competition
during any Order of the Arrow event.
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Sample Callout Script
This is the approved text for calling out candidates for Ordeal membership in the Order of the Arrow. The front sections give
directions for presenting this ceremony. When performing this ceremony, you are responsible for understanding and following it
precisely. Direct any questions about this ceremony to the lodge Ceremonies committee chairman. If this ceremony is used, no
variation in the text is permitted.

Kichkinet carries matches and a single candle, gets the attention of the audience using the Scout
Sign. Wait in silence as long as is necessary to get attention.
When Kichkinet has the attention of the group, he lights a candle and holds it in his left hand.
Allowat Sakima: Fellow Scouts, when you joined Scouting you had visions of fun and adventure, of
camping and hiking in our great out-of-doors. Because you are with us tonight, I am
sure that you have begun to find the joy that comes from living the life of a true Scout.
But your life in Scouting should have been more than just games and camping, it should
be a life of the Scouting spirit. You know that Scout spirit means you live a life filled with
friendship and service.
The true Scout does not just follow the easy path, but rather follows his conscience
down the less traveled path. Where others get lost, he knows the signs to seek Brotherhood, Cheerfulness, and Service. He lets the spirit of Scouting, represented by
Kichkinet's candle, light his way.
Kichkinet:

I am the Torch Bearer of the Order of the Arrow - the Brotherhood of Scout Honor
Campers. I bear the light for thousands of Arrowman across our Nation who live the
Spirit of Scouting.

Meteu steps forward and accepts the candle from Kichkinet. He steps behind the candelabra and
makes the Scout Sign. He lights the candles at the top, and timing his actions to his words.
Meteu:

The ideals of a true Scout are given in the Scout Oath and Law.
On my honor, I will do my best
To do my duty to God and my country and to obey the Scout Law
To help other people at all times
To keep myself physically strong, mentally awake and morally straight.
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A SCOUT IS TRUSTWORTHY

A SCOUT IS OBEDIENT

A SCOUT IS LOYAL

A SCOUT IS CHEERFUL

A SCOUT IS HELPFUL

A SCOUT IS THRIFTY

A SCOUT IS FRIENDLY

A SCOUT IS BRAVE

A SCOUT IS COURTEOUS

A SCOUT IS CLEAN

A SCOUT IS KIND

A SCOUT IS REVERENT

The spirit of Scouting is not a single candle but the great light of the Scout Oath and Law
which live in Scouts everywhere.
The members, of the Order of the Arrow, are chosen by their fellow Scouts - Troop
Members - because their lives show forth an example of the Scout Oath and Law in
action. I am proud to speak of the Oath and Law on their behalf.
Kichkinet holds up several candles as he speaks.
Kichkinet:

There are Scouts in our midst who are worthy to join our Order. As your name and
troop number are called by Allowat Sakima, please come and join me.

When each candidate comes forward, Kichkinet gives the candidates a candle and directs each to
Meteu. Meteu assists the candidate in lighting the candle from the Spirit of Scouting candle and
directs the candidate to their place in the circle. Nutiket forms the candidates in a line at a forty-fivedegree angle to the audience. (Or some variation to work into your lodge’s circle.)
Allowat Sakima repeats the following to each youth candidate:
Allowat Sakima: The Scouts of Troop _____ have selected __________________________ as an
example of the Scout Oath and Law in action.
When all youth candidates have been called out and taken their places. Allowat Sakima continues
with the adult call out.
The Order of the Arrow is operated by youth members through elected officers and
committees, but adults play a role as advisers. Adults are selected for the Order not as
an honor, but because each has a significant job in the Scouting's outdoor program.
Allowat Sakima repeats the following phrase for each adult candidate, substituting "she" or the full
job title of district and council personnel where appropriate:
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As an adult, __________________________ has been selected for his achievements
and abilities which fulfill the purpose of the Order.
When all adult candidates have been called out and taken their places. Allowat Sakima continues.
Your fellow Scouts have conferred one of Scouting's greatest honors upon you. Because
of the example of your lives, you have been elected as a candidate for membership in
the Order of the Arrow. As a member of the Order, you may someday be able to serve
even more Scouts than just those in your troop. However, the obligation of a member
of the Order is a solemn one, and you have not yet been prepared to accept it. There is
more that you must learn about yourself and the Order.
Turning to the audience Allowat Sakima continues:
Fellow Scouts, mark these candidates well. In the days ahead, look to their example.
Learn from them what it means to be a Scout Honor Camper and next year you may be
selected by your fellow Scouts in your troop to join us.
Kichkinet leads the team and candidates to a nearby area where privacy can be assured.
(If the call out is held with any other program turn the program back to the proper person for
conclusion.)
Kichkinet gives each candidate a sealed envelope containing directions on how to prepare for the next
Ordeal and their first Spirit of the Arrow Booklet #1 "Upon a Lofty Journey". Remain in regalia and act
as if you are still in the circle. It is important to keep the mystery about the ceremony.
I want to congratulate you on your selection to the Order of the Arrow. However, you
are not yet members. Ahead of you lies an experience that we call the Ordeal.
Kichkinet:

You have received directions in the sealed envelope. Are their any questions?

Answer any questions briefly and honestly. If a question can be answered by the directions in the
envelope, reply "that's an excellent question, you will find the answer in your envelope." If a candidate
appears to have a special need, then arrange to meet privately for further discussions.
Meteu:
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Congratulations again on your selection to the Order. Though there is little that I can
tell you now, there is one method of the Order of which I can speak. The Order uses
mystery because we all enjoy knowing something that others don't. When you return
to your troop, you may be asked questions about what we have discussed. The best
response is to smile innocently and change the subject. To maintain the mystery of
what happened here, let's all now quietly return to our troops making as little
disturbance as possible.
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Letter to Ordeal Candidates
Occoneechee Council
3231 Atlantic Ave
Raleigh, NC 27604

To My Fellow Scouts,
First of all, let me congratulate you on being nominated for membership into the Order of the Arrow,
more commonly called the OA. As a candidate for the Ordeal membership, you are now faced with many new
responsibilities. Your unit chose you because they believed you best lived up to the Scout Oath and Law in
your daily life and desired to recognize you for your contributions to your unit and to the Boy Scouts of America.
But to become a member into the Scouting honor society, you must first complete the Ordeal induction
weekend. You are asked to be at the Inductions in May or September to take your Ordeal. After completing
the Ordeal process, you will now have several more responsibilities to strive for. You will then be placed in
an OA chapter. This chapter meets regularly to help promote Scout camping and to plan service projects. By
going to the chapter meetings, you will be able to expand your service to the Order. You may also consider
running for a chapter office. By expanding your service and developing a habit of cheerfulness and
brotherhood, you can fully become a member of the OA. The demands are great, and sometimes you will be
tested in which you may lose sight of what is expected of you. So, think hard and consider all the aspects of
the OA and what your peers expect from you. Only then will you be able to make a wise decision on whether
Ordeal membership is right for you. Welcome and we hope that you will complete the ordeal and begin a
lifelong membership in the Order while continuing in your dedicated service to scouting here in Occoneechee
Council.
Opportunities to complete your Ordeal are offered on the third weekend of May and September. For
exact dates and further information, please visit our website, www.Lodge104.net.
Yours in the Order,

Charles Flowers
Scout Executive
Supreme Chief of the Fire
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Ordeal Opportunities
Occoneechee Council
3231 Atlantic Ave
Raleigh, NC 27604
Dear Candidate,
Congratulations on your election to the Order of the Arrow, Scouting’s National Honor Society. Your
selection by the fellow Scouts in you troop is indeed a great honor, and we look forward to welcoming you into
a unique organization in Scouting - a brotherhood of cheerful service.
In order to become a member of the Order of the Arrow (the OA), you must complete the Ordeal
weekend on one of these weekends during the coming year:
March 19-21 2021 (Spring Inductions)
May 16-18, 2021 (May Induction)
September 17-29, 2021 (Fall Fellowship)
Register here: http://lodge104.net/ordeal
These weekends will be held at Occoneechee Council’s own Camp Durant. If you do not participate
on the one of these dates, you must be elected again in order to be eligible for membership. (If
strongly extenuating circumstances prevent attending both weekends, an extension may be possible contact your District’s OA Chapter Advisor).
You should plan to arrive at Camp Durant no earlier than 5 p.m. and no later than about 6 p.m. on
the Friday evening of your Ordeal weekend. No Friday evening meal will be served, so plan to eat well before
you arrive. The weekend activities will last until around 9:30 a.m. on Sunday morning (when a
brief nondenominational chapel service will be held).
Pack for this weekend as you would for any troop outing: bring sleeping gear, a tent, flashlight,
water bottle or canteen, toiletries, tarp, and any other necessities. One exception from the standard camping
equipment is that of cooking or eating gear - these will not be needed, as all meals (Saturday breakfast
through Sunday breakfast) will be provided. As with all Scouting functions, you should bring your complete
(“Class A”) Scout uniform. However, as you will spend much of Saturday performing service for the council
camp, you should bring a change of work clothes (older clothes that can get dirty), including work gloves.
The Ordeal registration and event fee is $50.00 (a late fee will be assessed if you register in the
last 7 days prior to the event – total $60.00) – register and pay online, or register online and pay at checkin by cash or check made out to Occoneechee Lodge 104. The fee includes insurance, an event patch, four
meals plus a cracker-barrel, the current lodge OA dues, an Ordeal sash, and an Ordeal lodge flap.
We look forward to seeing you at either the spring or fall Ordeal weekend! If you have any
questions, or simply need more information, please do not hesitate to contact one of the officers listed below.
Again, we extend our congratulations on your achievement and selection for membership in the Order of the
Arrow and anticipate your active participation in Occoneechee Lodge.
Yours in Brotherhood,
Chapter Chief
2021-1

Lodge Chief - chief@lodge104.com
Vice Chief of Administration - vcadmin@lodge104.com
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Letter to Scoutmasters and Coaches Regarding the OA Elections
Occoneechee Lodge # 104 w.w.w.
Occoneechee Council
3231 Atlantic Ave
Raleigh, NC 27604
Dear Unit Leader,
We are writing on behalf of our Order of the Arrow lodge, Occoneechee Lodge 104 in the event
that you are unfamiliar with the Order of the Arrow. The OA, as it is called, was founded in 1915 by
Dr. E. Urner Goodman to honor those who have done so much for the Scouting Program, and to
promote camping. Part of the Scouting program since 1948, the Order is a society of honor campers
which develops leadership and offers service to the local council and its units. There are some very
specific ways our lodge can serve your unit. One is by paying a visit to your troop meeting to promote
our council camp, Camp Durant. Camp is a great experience for any unit. It provides outdoor skills,
advancement, and most of all FUN. Another is if you would like one of our members to come talk to
your troop about the OA and its programs, and also if you would like to have some of our dancers to
dance at very special events. If there are Scouts in your unit who are at least first class and have 15
days and nights of camping (6 of which must be long term) they may be eligible for election into the
OA. The Order can develop leadership for your troop as well as serving as a retention tool for older
boys. We wish the best for you and your unit while you serve as its leader, and if you have any
questions, please feel free to contact the Scout office and ask for somebody with the OA, and we will
happy to help you out in whatever way we can. We hope that your experience in this capacity is a
truly rewarding one.
Yours in Scouting;

Alberto Daniel
Lodge Chief
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Keith Biegert
Lodge Adviser

Henry Goodson
Staff Adviser
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Founders Award Recipients
The Founder's Award was established to recognize certain registered, active Brotherhood or Vigil Honor members of the
Order of the Arrow at the local Lodge level. The member's life should reflect a spirit of achievement in his everyday
activities. Through his everyday life he should show an understanding of the world he lives in, a determination to do his
best at all times, an enthusiasm while doing what he believes should be done, and a belief in, and a commitment to, those
"things of the Spirit."
A FORM FOR THIS AWARD IS LOCATED IN SECTION E

1995

ROBERT GRAU
Roscoe Orr

(y)
(a)

2005

(y)
(a)

1996

RYAN BOYLES
James Diehl

(y)
(a)

2006

Lucien Rice

(a)

1997

JEFF BREWER
WALTER WEBSTER
Lew Boyles

(y)
(y)
(a)

2007

1988

BERT WOODALL (y)
Charlie Sullivan

1998

RICH GILLESPIE
Louis Hanemann

(y)
(a)

2008

(a)

1989

LE GREENE
Ted Edris

(y)
(a)

1999

MATT PIERCE
MICHA EL SMITH
Art Ferguson

(y)
(y)
(a)

2009

1990

BRYANT WEBSTER
Edw ard Clayton

(y)
(a)

2000

CHRIS AUTRY
JAMES FREEMA N
Rodney McDonald

(y)
(y)
(a)

2010

1991

CHAD REHDER

(y)

2001

MATT CURTIS

(y)

2011

Floyd Dunn

(a)

DAVID CRANFORD

1981-8

None

1983

KEVIN COOK
L. C. Goodw in

1985

1992

CONRAD HUNT
Charles Brabec

(y)
(a)

2002

1993

ROB MCGRAW
Dennis Nicholson

(y)
(a)

2003

1994

JOHN O’QUINN
Fred Robinson

(y)
(a)

2004
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JAMES SPRATLEY
MATTHEW DUVALL
Patrick Smith
Gail Barker
JONATHAN JORDAN
Evan Purser

(y)
(y)
(a)
(a)
(y)
(a)

KEVIN KNAUP
THOMAS GRIMES
Terry Putman
Jeff Bailey
J.T. WELLS
NICK OSCHNER
Wescott Martin
Greg Grimes
KEVIN BIEGERT
ANDREW SEDORE
Eddie Wessell
Joe Cranford
MATT GARDINER
PHILLIP SNYDER
Tom Wells
Keith Biegert

(y)
(y)
(a)
(a)
(y)
(y)
(a)
(a)
(y)
(y)
(a)
(a)
(y)
(y)
(a)
(a)

DAVIS TAPP

(y)

(y)

JOHN TAYLOR

(y)

Terry McIntire

(a)

James Asbill

(a)

Rob Grau

(a)

Linda Grady

(a)

JOSH CARPENTER
CAMERON BOWE
Ron Trow bridge
Sharon McDonald
SETH ASBILL
CHRIS NEWTON
Janet Rose
Jack Hendrix

(y)
(y)
(a)
(a)
(y)
(y)
(a)
(a)

2012

JACK KOCH
WILL ALLEN
Bill Bechtel

(y)
(y)
(a)

2013

TODD GOLDFARB
JONATHAN BOGGS
Kevin Blackw ood
Charles Davis

(y)
(y)
(a)
(a)

A.J. PHOENIX
CALVIN TERRY, JR
Jim Spratley
Jan Hackett

(y)
(y)
(a)
(a)

2014

RYAN BIEGERT
Harold Liberty
Dennis McKinney
John Spinks

(y)
(a)
(a)
(a)
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Founders Award Recipients, continued

2015

STEPHEN FREIN (y)
AUSTIN BLACKWOOD (y)
Tim Cameron (a)
John Shore (a)

2018

ZACH COCHRAN (y)
Matthew Breneman (a)
Jeanette Spinks (a)
Vern Unruh (a)

2016

2019

GRAY BARNHILL (Y)
A.J. RAULYNAITIS(Y)
Nelson Blair (a)
Glenn Traylor (a)
WHITT BADGET (y)
JOHN SOMMER (y)
CONNOR BARDIN (y)
Chris Ferguson (a)

2017

2020

STEPHEN NUTTALL (Y)
NICHOLAS ANDERSON (Y)
Jonathan Stew art (a)
Pat McCoy (a)
PARKER MORRISSETTE (y)
MICHAEL GLENNON (y)
Bill Davis (a)
Bob Gamble (a)

Distinguished Service Award Recipients

Bill Roth
W. H. Williams
Jimmy Martin
John Forrest
Charlie Sullivan
Bryant Webster
Bill Hartman
Nick Ochsner
Brandon Kelly
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10. Please note that we can only nominate to National one Vigil Honor Member for every fifty (50)
members of our Lodge based on the current Lodge Charter. This total number of nominees
will be supplied to the Vigil Committee by the Lodge Adviser prior to the Vigil Committee
meeting at May Inductions.
A FORM FOR THIS NOMINATION IS LOCATED IN SECTION E.

Notes on the Selection of a Vigil Honor Member
•

"The Vigil Honor is the highest honor that the Order of the Arrow can bestow upon its members
for service to their lodge and local council. It dates to the year 1915, when its founder, E. Urner
Goodman, became the first Vigil Honor Member. Since then, thousands of members have
been accorded this honor. It is a mark of distinction and recognition reserved for those
Arrowman who, by reason of exceptional service, personal effort, and unselfish interest, have
made distinguished contributions beyond the immediate responsibilities of their position or
office to one or more of the following: their lodge, the Order of the Arrow, Scouting, or their
Scout camp. Under no circumstances should tenure in Scouting or the Order be considered
as reason enough for Vigil Honor recommendation." - Order of the Arrow Handbook

•

Vigil Honor Membership is not an attendance award, a tenure award, an achievement,
something you can campaign for, or even actively seek.

•

The Vigil Honor is an honor for distinctive service which has no specific requirements. It is
more a way of life than a set of achievements. It represents a quality of character that is not
tangible but discernible in actions, words, and attitudes. It is upon these premises that Vigil
Honor nominations must be made, and these suggestions are offered to guide you and give
you some insight into how the Vigil Honor Committee views nominees for the Vigil Honor in
Occoneechee Lodge.

•

Please read the OA Handbook before undertaking any nomination, and if you have any
questions about the Vigil Honor selection process, please ask the Vigil Committee Chairman
or any Vigil Honor member to explain this important issue to you.

•

Remember: If someone is worthy of nomination to the Vigil Honor, then as their nominator, you
have an obligation to correctly and fully fill out the vigil honor nomination form and submit it
when due as outlined above.
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Occoneechee Lodge Vigil Selection Information and Process
The following procedure, will be used by the Vigil Committee of Occoneechee Lodge for the selection
of its Vigil Honor members
1. Any Lodge member, youth or adult, is invited and encouraged to recommend any other Lodge
member, youth or adult, for the Vigil Honor according to the suggestions which follow.
2. The nominated Lodge member, youth or adult, must have attained Brotherhood membership
in the Order of the Arrow at least two years prior to the Vigil Committee Selection Meeting
which is held annually between Spring Pow Wow and Spring Inductions.
3. Nominations must be submitted in writing to the Vigil Chairman on the current Official
Occoneechee Lodge Vigil Honor Petition Form, which is available from any Lodge or Chapter
Officer/ Adviser and is contained in the current Occoneechee Lodge Planbook.
4. Nomination forms, including photograph, must be filled out completely and must be received
by the Vigil Chairman no later than the Sunday EC of the Spring Pow Wow weekend. No
incomplete or late forms will be considered or accepted. If you believe that the person is truly
worthy of the nomination, you should be willing to properly nominate them.
5. All Vigil nominations received on the Official Lodge Vigil Honor Petition Form will be carefully
considered and reviewed by the Vigil Honor Nomination Committee. This committee composed
of all youth Vigil Honor members in attendance at a meeting designated by the vigil chairman,
and this committee is chaired by the appointed Vigil Committee Chairman. The appointed Vigil
Chairman is advised and assisted by the appointed Vigil Committee Adviser. The appointed
Vigil Committee Adviser upon agreement with Vigil Committee Chairman may elect to invite
not more than four (4) adult Vigil Honor members to assist/advise him in the Selection Process.
6. Only registered and active youth Vigil Honor members of Occoneechee Lodge less than 21
years of age may vote in the Vigil Honor Selection Process.
7. The chairman of the Vigil Honor Committee, or his appointee, will present and read every youth
Vigil Honor petition to the Vigil Honor Committee for their consideration. Only positive
discussion will be allowed on any nominee. After presentation of all youth nominees, voting for
youth nominees will occur. The youth nominees who receive a majority of the votes cast are
selected.
8. The chairman will then read for consideration all Adult Vigil Honor Nomination Forms and
positive discussion will be allowed. Youth Committee members will then vote on adults, to be
chosen for the Vigil Honor from Occoneechee Lodge. The number of adults selected can not
be greater than the number of youth previously chosen. This is in keeping with National Policy
that the number of youth selected must be at least half of the total selected from our lodge.
9. Those youth and adults of Occoneechee Lodge who have been selected for Vigil Honor will
have a National Vigil Honor petition filled out on their behalf by the Vigil Honor Chairman and
his Adviser. This petition requires the signature of the Lodge Chief, Lodge Advisor, and the
Council Executive prior its submission to National for their review of the Nominees.
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